
The 3 Marks of A Man On Purpose - Men - Answer the Call - the time is NOW for 
you to stand up, spearhead change, deliver your vision to the world, employ your 
creative power and be on purpose. Now that you have made your money, stop 
wasting what’s left of your life. Cultivate the Marks of A Man On Purpose and 
strip away what no longer serves so you can start leading like a legend.

The 7 C’s for Creating Conscious Change for Creative Age Leaders - Man on 
Purpose are you Called? Is the time NOW to create something different in your 
life or business? Know that it’s time for you to Strip Down to Step Up? You know 
it’s time for a change and you also know you want to employ your creative power 
to do so consciously. Set sail with the 7 C’s so that you can create the change you want with ease! 

Dance Your Pants Off! Why Men Unleashing Their Full Range of Creative Expression is Good for their Health & their 
Business - There is nothing more alluring then the rippling power of pure animal magnetism in a man - but how do 
you cultivate and nurture that so you can attract more opportunity, better team members and more success in every 
area of your life? Discover the 3 most effective exercises of expression to uncage your beast & bring your bad boy out 
to play in the most beneficial way.

The Wet Work for Men - 3 Keys to Increasing Emotional Clarity to Cultivate Connection in the Creative Age  - You 
know that you need to make the emotional connection in order to serve and succeed in the Creative Age - but HOW do 
you do that when your own emotions have been stuffed so deep that you are suffering & maybe even self-medicating 
to suppress your own pain? Learn three easy ways to unlock your emotional reservoirs safely so that you can truly be 
present and thrive.
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Emerald Greenforest is one of America’s Premier Experts because she is a connector 
and catalyst for the Creative Age Leader™ - the Men On Purpose who have been called 
to be the Vanguard of the Creative Age. She has an international reputation as an 
author of 7 books & contributing author to another 15 and as an inspirational speaker 
having presented nearly 500 times in 8 years on both Live & “virtual” stages.

Greenforest is the creator of The 90 - a multi sensory, interactive experience that 
catapults the Creative Age Leader™ into their next adventure by expanding their consciousness, elevating their perspective & 
activating them to align their compass so they can leverage their connections, creativity, and capital in a revolutionary manner.

She is the facilitator of exclusive, invitation only, total immersion retreats designed to forge collaborative bonds and 
coalesce capital and creativity to launch or further your legendary vision and bring it fully to life and is the perfect mentor 
for the leader who has made their money and now wants to make their mark.
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“Emerald’s strategic insight, guidance and ability to cut straight 
to the truth, getting to the core of whatever challenge I face has 
been extremely valuable.”—Daniel Francis, Founder, The Elite Man 
Academy

“I have had the honor and pleasure of having several sessions 
of Emerald’s work. It is up there with the deepest and most 
multidimensional I have ever experienced.” —Michael Hrostoski  
Founder - The School for Men
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